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Santa & Cole Cirio Circular LED
Suspension Light

SOURCE: https://www.davidvillagelighting.co.uk/product/santa-cole-cirio-circular-led-suspension-light/15197

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Designer: Antoni Arola

Cirio Circular Composition by
Santa & Cole

The Santa & Cole Cirio collection was designed by Antoni Arola in
2010, who was inspired by the lamps inside the Blue Mosque in
Istanbul, Turkey. The Cirio lights evolved and now include these
large suspended systems of lights. Each shade, available with
either a porcelain, opal glass or polished brass lampshade,
resembles a candle in both its shape and its warmth. Each
lampshade houses an LED module, and can be combined to
create a different, majestic atmosphere in any interior space.

The Cirio Circular allows for the composition of suspended lights
of varying diameters. Available in three sizes with a diameter or
130, 300 or 500cm, the Cirio Circular suspension can be installed
on its own, or with other Cirio Circular lights of different diameters.

This majestic light comes with a 5m cable, enough to install in any
interior setting and can be dimmable by either DALI or 1-10V
dimming systems. The DALI dimmable version can come with a
rectangular or circular metal canopy, while the 1-10V version
comes only with a rectangular canopy. The suspensions can be
non-dimmable upon request. The small Cirio Circular has 12
shades, the medium has 28 shades, and the large has 42 shades.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION

Light
Source:

3.7W, 2700K, 1464 Lumens per module

IP Code: 20

Dimming: Dimmable via DALI/1-10V dimming systems.
Please consult your electrician, additional wiring
may be required on site.

Dimensions: Small - Ø130cm
Medium - Ø300cm
Large - Ø520cm

Shade Drop Height: 50cm
Distance Between Shades: 34cm
Total Drop Height: 155cm-615cm
Cable Length: 500cm

Porcelain Shade
Ø10cm
Height: 21cm

Opal Glass or Polished Brass Shade
Ø11cm
Height: 21cm
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